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Investment Research — General Market Conditions   

    
Market movers today 

 Today is a quiet day in terms of economic data releases. The most important one is the 

Danish FX reserve data, as EUR/DKK continues to trade to the low side. 

 Otherwise, focus is on the ongoing negotiations on the next US stimulus bill, which do 

not seem to move forward. Many Americans are currently experiencing a significant 

negative income shock, as the temporarily higher unemployment benefits have expired. 

Risk is that it results in a setback in the recovery. The problem is not only disagreements 

between the Republicans and the Democrats but also that the Republicans have a 

different take on how big the next package should be and what should be included. 

Apparently, the White House is looking into whether President Donald Trump can 

extend the benefits without passing legislation in Congress. 

 

Selected market news 

The political problems between the US and China continue. Yesterday, President Trump 

announced that TikTok has to find a buyer within a month or it will have to close its US 

operations.  

The US technology stocks continue to dominate the positive sentiment on the US equity 

market and are driving Asian stocks higher this morning. 

A number of Federal Reserve officials has warned about the negative economic impact if 

the US Congress does not reach a deal on the continued fiscal expansion. The negotiations 

continue between the Republicans and the Democrats, but the two parties are still far from 

reaching a deal even though there is some progress. President Trump is considering an 

executive order to prolong the unemployment benefits.  

Infections are slowing down in the US, but are still at a high level. Some of the world’s 

largest asset managers such as PIMCO and Axa are increasing their exposure to Italy by 

increasing their purchases of Italian government bonds according to a Bloomberg article. 

This is driven by the ECB and the purchase programmes as well as the agreement reached 

on the EU recovery fund. The spread between 10Y Italy and Germany is close to pre-

coronavirus levels, but given the negative yield for most core- and semi-core EU countries, 

there is still yield pick-up to be found in Italy and Spain. 
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Selected reading from Danske Bank 

 Vacation Wrap-Up - Uneven global 

recovery amid COVID-19 flare-ups, 3 

August 

 COVID-19 Update - The ‘dancing’ is 

likely to continue until a vaccine is 

ready, 30 July 

 High Frequency Activity Tracker - 

Electricity demand questions German 

industry recovery, 29 July 

 China Macro Monitor - Recovery on 

track, 23 July  

 Research US - Not extending higher 

unemployment benefits would lead to a 

significant negative income shock, 22 

July 
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Scandi markets 

No news out of Scandinavia today apart from the Danish FX reserves. See more below. 

Fixed income markets 

In Denmark, the central bank will publish July’s FX reserve data today. Focus will be on 

updated numbers for foreign CP issuance and whether the DMO has allowed some of the 

DKK96bn in issuance since March to run off. The DMO sold DKK80bn in foreign CPs in 

April and to the extent some of this was in 3M CPs it may have opted to allow them to run off 

in July since it has been able to ramp up T-bill issuance at lower yields and the short-term 

funding need has turned out to be lower than initially expected. 

Today, Austria will be selling up to EUR1.15bn in the 4Y and 10Y segment. This should be 

fairly uneventful and met with decent demand.  

The PSPP and PEPP data did not show any big surprises as the ECB continues to stack up on 

Italian government bonds although yesterday we saw a bit of underperformance in Spain and 

Italy on the back of the news that Spain would apply for some EUR20bn through the SURE 

programme in order to support the Spanish labour market due to the negative impact from the 

coronavirus. 

FX markets 

Despite a strong start to the week on overall risk sentiment FX moves in majors have been 

fairly limited. SEK remains among the bigger winners from the global environment and 

yesterday also found a little support from better-than-expected domestic data. In neighbouring 

Norway, the manufacturing PMI was dismal reading but it seemed markets were aware that 

July PMIs have to be taken with a grain of salt due to the low response rate. Consequently, 

NOK was broadly flat on the day with a late drop in oil countering the value induced 

performance from European equities. CAD synchronized the USD move higher, while a strong 

session for European assets left EUR/USD roughly unchanged for the day. EUR/USD did 

temporarily dip towards 1.17, while USD/JPY continued its recovery above 106 as USD 

weakness faded somewhat on recovering Treasury yields and tech outperforming value in 

equity space.  

Worries over virus developments outside the US have started to surface, so is now the time to 

get EUR negative again? We doubt that we will witness the large-scale closures seen during 

the spring and yesterday’s price action suggests that one probably needs to look for US rate 

rises and/or tech outperformance to get very negative on EUR/USD short term. In our base 

case that Fed delivers on its inflation hints with enhanced forward guidance in September, a 

reflation narrative is set to keep USD under pressure in Q3 and make a test of new year-highs 

in EUR/USD the dominating risk into the autumn. If that base case plays out, it would also 

spell good news for commodity currencies and in particularly the NOK enjoying a large beta 

to both commodities and European equities. A key downside risk to EUR/USD and commodity 

currencies is if Trump scraps the trade deal amid the current China software lash and/or election 

stress. 
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Key figures and events 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Danske Bank 

 

 

Tuesday, August 4, 2020 Period Danske Bank Consensus Previous

6:30 AUD Reserve Bank of Australia rate decision % 0.25% 0.25% 0.25%

9:00 SEK NIER economic forecasts

11:00 EUR PPI m/m|y/y Jun -5.0%|-0.6%

15:30 CAD RBC manufacturing PMI Index Jul 47.8

16:00 USD Core capital goods orders, final % Jun 3.3%

17:00 DKK Currency reserves DKK bn Jul 455.8
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